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Who we are: 
Bagels N Bread is a nascent marketplace bringing buyers and sellers 
together.  We are scheduled to launch in Q4’23 and will offer a delicious 
selection of bagels, bread, and specialty breads that are representative of 
our seller’s love of bread.   Our goal is to provide the shopper with tasty 
breads in accordance with their taste buds and dietary needs.  We will 
offer  traditional and kosher bread varieties. 

Our Vision: 
The vision of Bagels N Bread is to be the premier bazaar and to 
transform the marketplace industry by focusing on the professional 
development of our vendors.   We are vendor focused and assign our 
vendors a consultant to provide best practices for product display, 
descriptions, and pricing.  Our vendors have the opportunity to 
showcase their delicious breads on Bagels N Breads as well as part of 
The House of Giles Marketplace. This allows our vendors to have 
greater exposure in the market and greater sales potential. 

The Competitive Edge: 
Bagels N Bread offers two core advantages over our competition. 

1.  Vendors can offer their tasty breads and provide services on a 
single platform (ex: a Bagel Shop can sell their bagels and 
schedule Bagel eating contests on our platform).  

2. Vendors have the ability to showcase their fabulous breads as part 
of our specialized storefront, Bagels N Bread (which targets all 
dessert loving customers) as well as on The House of Giles 
Marketplace (which caters to the general public).






Vendor Plans



Vendor Plans

E-Business Card Sample:  Cards will be 
loaded with your logo, QR codes with your 
contact information, website, and/or SMS.  
You can provide your preferred information.



Market Opportunity: 
Approximately 70% of Americans shop online.   In 2022, 268 million 
Americans made online purchases.  Online shopping in the US alone 
represents 18% of the global e-commerce.  Worldwide, there have been 
2.64 billion online shoppers as of the end of the first quarter of 2023!  
This represents 33.3% of the population worldwide.   In other words, 1 
out of every 3 people shops online!   



Millennials account for 37% of All American digital buyers, followed by 
Gen X (30%), Gen Z (18%), and Baby Boomers to round out the pack at 
(15%).   The majority of online shoppers’ range in age between 26 and 41 
years of age.   Older shoppers are also shopping online.   Most elderly 
shoppers often reach out to their children or grandchildren to make 
online purchases on their behalf. 



Consumers primarily purchase the following products online:  

• Clothing ($2 trillion) 
• Electronics ($1 trillion) 
• Shoes ($382 billion) 
• Pet foods and accessories ($280 billion) 
• Underserved market approximately $5 trillion.   

Golden Opportunity!!!   
Online purchases of bagels, breads, and kosher bread varieties are on 
the rise and are carving out their niche in the online retail market. 
This represents an amazing opportunity for our vendors to not only 
stake a claim in the global market, but to be a trendsetter in the bread 
industry. 



Media Contact: 
Latricia Giles 
sales@thehouseofgilesmarketplace.com 
888-447-1877 

Websites: 
www.bagelnbread.com 
www.thehouseofgilesmarketplace.com 
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